
 

 

Press release  

Laser Hockey now available for Fun4Four 
 

Laser Hockey is the brand new title in the amazing game range of the Fun4Four 

game table. It delivers a whole new and futuristic feel of air hockey and feels like the 

original arcade on a huge touch screen in a futuristic floor. From the clink of the 

mallets against the puck to the hum of air from the rink itself, this game faithfully 

recreates every element of the known experience.  

The gaming floor is surrounded by colored panels, the puck is a laser lighted ball, 

and the mallet is a glowing colored disk. The sound of the puck hitting the mallet has 

an unearthly though wholly appropriate echo to it. It feels like something out of Tron. 

With its bright colors and unique look, Laser Hockey is pure fun. 

It features colorful graphics, a smooth and responsive gameplay. The game provides 

a two-player mode, plus an extra widening and narrowing four-player mode. 

Challenge head-to-head or play in the enhanced mode on every corner of the 

amazing game table. 

To increase difficulty extra features were added. This different mode features several 

nice additions. In an enhanced match, the mallets decrease in size or grow up, the 

gravity tend to your goal or to your opponents or the whole screen get a blurred skin. 

Challenge with your friends and hit the scores. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

About TAB-Austria: 

 

As one of the world’s leading suppliers of betting, gaming and jukebox products, TAB-Austria 

is dedicated to the researching and development of pioneering products for the 

entertainment industry. The company based in Ansfelden near Linz in Upper Austria and was 

founded in 1962. TAB-Austria has an export rate of over 99.0% and works with distributors in 

more than 50 countries around the world. 

 

 

If you have any questions please contact 

 

Dietmar Straubinger 

Marketing Director 

  

TAB-Austria Industrie- und Unterhaltungselektronik GmbH & CoKG 

A-4052 Ansfelden, Haider Straße 40 

Phone.: +43 7229 78040 

Fax: +43 7229 78666 

E-Mail: marketing@tab.at 

Website: www.tab.at 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/tabaustria 
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